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1 degree Scorpio

The Angels
of
Fire
Also known as
The Angels
of

Aluph
Beloved,

The first degree of Scorpio is the will to divinely flow with love,
and is the transforming flame of protection, rescue, and rebirth that we are experiencing.

These fiery deep divine love emotions are magnets
for attracting all miracles of healing and rejuvenation of all beings in creation.

In the thirty degrees of Libra,
people contemplate Divine Love in mind and thought,

or fire and air,
which are electric,
and masculine in nature.

This creates deep magnetic love flowing in Scorpio.

Scorpio is the deepest magnetic flow of Divine Love
and Soul.
Scorpio is the powerful mystical path that conquers all,
including self,
for all selves are one in the sea of life.

The original sacred space within the heart center is divine love generating
plasma, or life energy.
All connection between everything in creation exists in the energy of the
heart chakra.
"Love conquers all."

Love recognizes and releases imperfections for changes into whatever is the highest good of all.

Within space is the permeable essence, the Akash, or Akasha (Hindi,)
the Prajnaparamitra (Tibetan)
the sub-stratum of all life,
which is the connective fluid and contains the primordial life force for all
living things.
Akasha is that which gives space to, and makes room for, the existence of all
substance.

What astrophysicists regard as p lasma, the charged gas which permeates all
space,
throughout the cosmos, is known by meta-physicists as the Akash.
When this plasma is qualified by divine love,
it connects with and transforms everything it is directed to,
both within the body and in the outer worlds.

Space is not empty,
but permeated by the connective t issue of life (this sub-stratum or plasma,)
which, when activated, gives rise to all substance of life.

We are known as the heavenly hosts of fire,
because we change fate through fiery love,
through omnipresent, omnipotent, and omniscient divine primal emotion
of deepest unconditional divine love
combined with all of the highest divine virtues.
We also teach about physical fire and electricity,

and how they can be controlled through fiery intent to love with the plasma of the heart.

Fiery spiritual will to love,
combined with deep emotions of love itself,
awaken mystical powers.
These mystical powers burn away
all that is imperfect through transformation.
These same mystical powers attract
whatever is needed for life to continue,
and form the circulatory system of life.
Divine fiery intention to love
and flowing emotions of love
are the secret of transformation and rebirth.
Therefore, in the thirty degrees of Scorpio,
powerful deep flowing emotions of Divine Love
are activated
to do their miraculous work
of transforming reality .

People experience this type of flowing Divine Love through meditation

depths of being,
where oneness with all is realized,
in the

in deepest transformational states.
The oneness of being is remembered in meditation
so that the heart bursts into flame with flowing emotions of love for
creation.
The heart is our connecting point for all life.

Because the heart is the first to form in in the womb,
it is the heart that produces a tube torus energy field of plasma that is the
source of all miracles.
The energy field of the heart is 5,000 times stronger than that of the brain.
As the mind connects with fiery love within the heart,
all becomes possible.
"Love conquers all."
As it was written:
The longest journey is the journey from the head to the heart.
In many men, the beard connects the cranial sphere and voice with the heart
chakra,
amplifying the powerful field of love energy.

Flowing emotions are condensed information and the emotions of love
contain the essence of transformation into Divine Life.
The body records emotions.
By flowing emotions through the plasma of a heart burning with love,
all emotions are healed and uplifted into ecstasy and rapture.
Healed emotions results in healed bodies.
Many wonders concerning fire and will are revealed through the divine
virtues
of the letters of our name A-L-U-P-H in the time of Heaven on Earth.
Remember, flowing will is fire and fire is faith.

To help you understand the teachings of Scorpio, which are both
EMOTIONS OF THE WILL TO LOVE combined with EMOTIONS OF
LOVE,
we explain how Divine Awareness and heat or fire flows from Pure
Being into Divine
Love, Wisdom, and Will,
which are omnipresence, omniscience and omnipotence.
Imagine a flow chart.
The three outer spheres of Pluto, Neptune, and Uranus
at the top of the chart channel these three aspects respectively.
Under each of these three spheres, there are two planets receiving their
energies.
One planet is masculine, which is fire, electricity or will and thought,
and the other is feminine, which is water, magnetism or emotions and
form.
Under Pluto, Divine Love, are Mars/Masculine and Venus/Feminine.
Under Neptune, Divine Wisdom, are Jupiter/Masculine and
Mercury/Feminine.
Under Uranus, Divine Will, are Earth/Masculine and Saturn/Feminine.
Under each of these six planets are two constellations each,
a masculine and a feminine, making twelve signs in all.
That means that there are four constellations each
under Pluto/Love, Neptune/Wisdom, and Uranus/Will.
These four constellations represent the four elements.
The four elements are Fire/Will, Air/Intellect, Water/Emotion and
Earth/Form.
Libra is the masculine constellation of air/thought under Venus,
which is the feminine or receptive ray of Pluto/Love.
Scorpio is the feminine constellation of Water/Emotion under Mars,
which is the masculine or creative ray of Pluto/Love.
In this way, you can see that the entire 30 degrees of Scorpio
concern watery EMOTIONS of FIRE OR WILL to LOVE.
This is analogous to warm water,
or the warm blood flowing through the unified quantum body of
creation.
All miracles of transformation depend on strong emotions of love and
the will to love.

Emotions contain compressed information.
Love contains the specific codes or information needed for
life
to repair itself and exist in time and space.
For this reason, in many of the most ancient native teachings,
the sign of Scorpio governs all of the ten magical powers.
With our guidance and inspiration, the mystery of fire, or flowing
intent, omnipotence, desire and will,
on all levels are made understandable and are mastered
so that creation continually transforms into higher and higher states of
beauty.
We help people understand how important desires are,
and how desires create chain reactions
that ultimately result in physical realities.
Desire for flowing emotions of love then results in thoughts about
flowing love
that create the actual emotions of love.

These loving emotions in space attract miracles
of beauty and perfection into physical reality in time.
Through the divine virtues of Aluph flowing will and emotions of desire
for love,
and love itself bring about Heaven on Earth for all.
We help you understand fire in the four brainwave patterns and
elements;
as being-will-visualization, as thoughts of intention for
love, as feelings of courage and determination to love, as electricity,

and as fire itself on the physical plane.
We help you control all expressions of fire, even physical
fire,
through deep soul emotions of divine love.
The original blueprints of perfection of fire
are revealed through the virtue of wisdom and enlightenment, the letter
A.
Wisdom and enlightenment shines with a light blue light.

The mastery of releasing back to Divine Being for transformation into
other states
that are the highest good, of any negative
desires or destructive possessiveness, or any negative situation,
enables people to change any negative desires, beliefs, feelings, or

physical situations.
This is the divine virtue of umlaut A.
This virtue also gives control over negative beings.This virtue is a loamy
brown color.
The combination of all the divine virtues taken together
reveal the splendor and the majesty of Divine Being.
This virtue is the letter L, and it is this virtue that gives vitality
and eternal youth and life and true spiritual morality.
This virtue is a deep translucent olive green and is a virtue of the air
element of mind.
Air element virtues are mastered in the Theta brainwave state of deep
inner thought,
which requires states of relaxation and ease.
The act of creation with its ongoing effects
is the divine virtue of the next letter of our name, the letter U.
With this virtue, a Child of Light understands how to change his or her
karma,
or the fate of any person or situation.
It is also with this virtue that a Child of Light enters into the deepest
states of trance
and understands the source of everything. This virtue is a velvet black
color.
The desire for spiritual perfection, for unity with Divine Light, indwells
all of creation.
This is the divine virtue of the letter P.
This virtue creates a profound seeking in each Child of Light
for the highest beauty in everything.The color of this virtue is grey.

The last letter of our name is H, which is the divine virtue of The Power
of the Word.
This means that each divine virtue is experienced in unity with Divine
Being and all creation,
WILLED and visualized and UNDERSTOOD.

It is then FELT in flowing feelings and is SENSED as manifesting in
physical reality.
This virtue is a silvery violet color.
Many wonders concerning fire and will
are revealed through the divine virtues of the letters of our name
A-L-U-P-H in the time of Heaven on Earth.
This is the 235th degree of the zodiac.
2+3+5=10.
Both one and ten apply.
NUMBER ONE is the first number in the universe
and represents the highest form, which is The Divine Creator.
The manifested light and everything that was made of it is God in His
Oneness.
Whenever the Deity is to be identified, this is done by number one.
One means highest cognition, highest unity, and highest wisdom.
All evolution starts with this number.
It is represented by a dot.
The middle of flowers represents the Oneness of God.
One is represented by the center of the mandala.

NUMBER TEN is the last number.
It is the reflection of number one in its roughest form.
Ten is the number of physical matter, the number of realization.
Ten is called "The Kingdom "in Hebrew Quabbalah.
The human body is subject to number ten, and so also is the mineral,
vegetable, and animal kingdom,
and everything that is perceived by the five senses.
Its symbol is a circle with a cross consisting of eight arms in its middle,
contrary to number one
which is usually symbolized by a dot or a circle as the sign of infinity.
Ten can also be represented by a square with a circle drawn in its
middle.
Ten is the starting point on the way to God.

A-L-U-P-H

Aw isdom and enlightenment, the attunement
and oneness with the original purity of all ideas in Divine Mind.
umlaut A, ae, The realization of wishes regarding physical matter is
subjected to this virtue.
The sound of this letter, the long A, ae,
in the cosmic language is the virtue of the origin and mystery of life
and death
regarding their transformation.
By meditating on this virtue, a Child of Light
becomes convinced that in reality death does not exist,
for the so-called death is only a transformation
from one state into another.
Also will come enlightenment on the cause of this transformation.
With this comes the ability to master all negative spiritual beings in all
spheres and planes
with regard to their scope of action.
The purpose for which negative beings have been created becomes
clear.

Since, in the original principle all beings are alike, each having been
created by Divine Providence
to fulfill a certain task, there is nodissimulation of negative beings,
for from the enlightened person's point of view everything is pure.
Here the saying: "to the pure one everything is pure" becomes plain.
If there were no negative beings, it would be impossible to distinguish
between good and evil;
and if there were no negative passions, there would also be no positive
virtues.
..
This virtue confirms the words contained in the Bible: "through night to
light",
the deep symbolic meaning of which now becomes clear.
In the intellect the ability is gained to see through
all thoughts, actions and wishes concerning matter,
and of becoming their absolute master.
In the emotions, this virtue
represents desires, passions, and the inclination to self-satisfaction
etc.
A person who masters this virtue in their emotions
becomes absolute master and ruler of all desires and passions.
Also, a person is able to not cling
to imperfect mental, emotional, and material virtues and objects.
This means complete independence and freedom
and fulfills the saying "bind yourself and you will be free".

On the material level this virtue is one of the most materialized.
No matter whether you evoke it in the mind, the feelings, the akasha, or
the material world,
the earth is influenced by it to a larger extent.
The ability to infuse matter with divine virtues is heightened.

The color of this virtue is loamy brown. The musical note is C.
The element is earth so it has the sensation of weight.
The anus is formed from this virtue.
L The sound of this letter is the sound of the Divine Virtues all taken
together.
This letter represents the highest divine virtues that may be described
by words,
irrespective of whatever sort they may be.
This letter oscillation is used to comprehend the Divine Majesty
and the greatness of God in the form of the purest virtues.
This virtue gives vitality to the desire to manifest
the perfection and beauty found in the enlightened mind.

>From this virtue comes the faculty of comprehending true morality
as seen from the highest point of view.
This will lead you to the borders of saintliness.
On the feeling level true equilibrium of character occurs and mastery
of flooding the emotions with the highest light is attained.
On the physical level you gain perfect health, beauty and harmony
and you become absolute master of your own vitality.
It is to be imagined as the color of olive green. The musical note is F,
the element is air,
so it has the sensation of ease.
The spleen is formed from this virtue.
U The letter U in the cosmic language represents
the faculty of comprehending the creative act

and its relationship to karma.
The use of will, which is fire, is the beginning of the creation of
anything.
This virtue allows one to use will so that it creates the highest good of
all concerned forever.
It evokes the highest form of intuition and inspiration and makes
possible
the understanding of ones own karma and its modification. It
also makes possible the transfer of consciousness
to any state imaginable and this results in states of highest trance.
This letter is imagined as shining velvet black
and is practiced in the solar plexus and then in the legs and feet.
This letter enlivens the
pancreas.The musical note is B, and it is the element of Akasha,
which has the sensation of consciousness-penetrating-all in meditation.
P This virtue awakens divine nostalgia, the longing for purification
and transformation of ones being,
and the longing for the ability to perceive beauty universally,
as the quality of God manifesting in form.
The first level of this virtue is that of the longing for spiritual progress,
spiritual perfection and highest spiritualization, in general.
Here you will feel the desire to strive upwards to the Divine Light,
you will sense an ever increasing profound longing for
unification with the four basic divine qualities and will realize how
divine love,
which is incarnated into every human being, will constantly
urge you to be connected to divine omnipotence,
love and wisdom and to have these incarnated within yourself.
This longing for unification with
the four basic divine qualities,God incarnate in will, thought, emotion,
and form,
is a specific sensation which is only comprehensible to the
practical expert and which one may live through but never be able to
explain.
This virtue has a dark gray color, has the musical note of B, is the
earth element so it has a sensation of gravity and weight and is found in
the leg region,
and the right side of the nose is formed from it.

H This letter is The Power of the Word.
This virtue is the power to create whatever is willed through whole brain
awareness.

In fourfold whole brain thinking, the experience of oneness and WILL of
a divine virtue
flows in the pure being of Delta brainwaves,
the CONCEPT AND MEANING of a divine virtue
flows in the deep inward thought of Theta brainwaves,
EMOTIONS of a divine virtue flow in emotion of Alpha
brainwaves, and the SENSATION, flows in the five senses,
memory, and logic of Beta brainwaves.
By using this technique to utter words,
each one of which is made up of letters that have divine virtues
associated with them,
creativity of the highest order occurs with the breath.
Refer to other explanations of this virtue in the angel messages for
more detailed instructions.
The letter H has a silvery violet color, is the fire element of will
and has the sensation of warmth and fire, it has the musical note of A,
and is the virtue by which the right arm of every child of God is created.

MIRACLES

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root,
of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth,
and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth
is referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters
are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

***********

Feel free to share these messages.

To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.

SO BE IT!

So it is.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SpiritusAngelMessages/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lovingpurelove/

